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ABSTRACT
Prime silicon wafers are ideal substrates for lithographic patterning, with tight flatness specifications for focus control.
Process engineers are painfully aware that in-process product wafers can substantially depart from this ideal substrate.
Wafer processing can induce non-flatness leading to focus problems, or distort the wafer leading to overlay issues.
Thus processes from outside the lithography sector can impact yield by ruining lithographic pattern quality. Doublesided optical interferometric metrology is the standard method to assess the flatness of blank silicon wafers. In the last
several years, a similar Patterned Wafer Geometry (PWG) metrology tool is able to measure in-process patterned wafers.
The apparent surface seen by an interferometer may be different than the true surface due to transparent thin films, a
discrepancy that we call “false topography”. Modeling results will demonstrate the use of a thin opaque film to reduce
the problem. PWG metrology offers compelling advantages for the practical investigation of process-induced focus and
overlay problems. The paper will include several examples of process learning from PWG metrology.
Keywords: lithography, overlay error, focus control, wafer topography, wafer shape, wafer geometry, metrology, wafer
distortion, process-induced errors, yield, process-induced overlay error, process characterization,

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the years, Moore’s Law has driven tremendous advances in microlithographic patterning capabilities, and this in
turn drives ever-tightening control of focus (z) and overlay (x,y). Popular multi-patterning imaging methods intertwine
overlay errors and linewidth errors1, further motivating overlay and focus improvement. Focus capability within the
exposure tool2,3 has steadily advanced in recent years, but this is only one part of the overall focus budget. Starting
wafers must meet stringent flatness specifications, however only the very first patterned layer can take full advantage of
this unblemished wafer flatness spec.
In general, manufacturing engineers are attempting to pattern wafers with
complex shapes and patterned thin films that are no longer ultraflat, and the resulting focus problems may disrupt image
quality in high volume manufacturing. Similarly, the overlay capability of the exposure tool itself has steadily advanced,
and is now achieving few nm machine-to-machine overlay capability2, 4, 5. The tests which demonstrate exposure tool
overlay capability are usually designed to avoid the many complications of actual product exposures, for example using
low transmission test mask designs to avoid lens and wafer heating effects. But the manufacturing engineer working
with a production wafer flow must confront all components of the overlay error budget, including process-induced wafer
distortion. The lowest order component of wafer distortion is a uniform magnification change of the wafer, which for a
typical CMOS process is within ±2ppm range.
The routine exposure tool alignment process measures this
magnification change to a few ppb accuracy (i.e. nm overlay runout across a 300mm wafer), and stretches the projected
image for near-perfect compensation. When the processing introduces higher order wafer distortion, corrective actions
become much more difficult, and non-correctable overlay errors can occur.
We now consider some of the processes outside the lithographic sector which can impact lithographic patterning quality.
Any processing steps that builds up topographic structures or otherwise change wafer flatness must be carefully assessed
for degrading focus capability. The wafer edge is already a tricky place to maintain good focus, and film deposition or
other process irregularities near the edge can exacerbate focus problems. Chemical-Mechanical Polishing(CMP)
processes will influence wafer flatness, across each image field and also across the wafer. Where possible, dummy fill
§
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shapes can reeduce pattern density
d
fluctuattions across thee repeating imaage field, and thus
t
improve CMP
C
uniformitty. Any
source of noon-uniform streess across the wafer has pottential for cauusing non-correectable overlayy errors. A common
c
processing seequence is to deposit
d
a thin film
f
(with intrrinsic stress), expose
e
a desireed resist patternn and then finaally etch
that pattern into
i
the film. Typically thee pattern densiity is not perfeectly uniform and
a so a correesponding non--uniform
stress arises across each im
mage field, ultim
mately resultinng in wafer disstortion. Oncce again, dumm
my fill shapes can help
to reduce stress non-uniforrmity and thus reduce the waafer distortion. Hot processing, both furnaaces and rapidd thermal
processes, haave potential to
t cause signifficant wafer diistortion whenn not properly optimized.
Processes withh higher
temperaturess near the siliccon melting pooint are particuularly dangerouus, and may even cause slipp defects in thee silicon
crystal.
When processs-induced focu
us or overlay isssues occur, thhe process engineer wants to quickly
q
pinpoinnt the root cauuse of the
problem, andd then fix or at
a least mitigate the problem. But the com
mplexity of the process freqquently makes problem
diagnosis chhallenging and time-consumiing. In recennt years, Patterned Wafer Geometry(PWG
G
G) metrology has
h been
applied to the efficient charracterization of
o process-induuced focus issuues6-8 as well ass process-inducced overlay problems911
, and this paper
p
will give an overview of
o the approachh. Section 2 will
w briefly desccribe the operaating principle of PWG
metrology, inncluding a description of an error mechaniism that we call “false topoggraphy and thenn describe som
me of the
useful metriccs that can bee derived from
m raw PWG daata. Section 3 will then proovide some PW
WG data exam
mples of
process-induuced focus issuees, and Sectionn 4 shows simiilar examples of
o process-induuced overlay issues. Finally,, Section
5 will summ
marize PWG capabilities andd describe the practical advaantages of PW
WG metrology over more traaditional
methods of innvestigating prrocess-inducedd effects.

2. PATTERNE
P
ED WAFER
R GEOMETRY FUNDA
AMENTAL
LS
2.1 Patterneed Wafer Geo
ometry metrollogy operatingg principle
In brief, a wafer
w
is held vertically, noominally forcee-free, while the
t front and back surface figures are measured
m
simultaneoussly. The waferr shape is meassured by two fizeau
f
interferoometers, operatting at λ=635nnm wavelength, one for
the front andd one for the back.
b
The systtem, shown scchematically inn Fig. 1, has been described in some detail12. The
special verticcal “low-force” wafer holderr avoids gravittational sag orr chucking forcces, and so thee intrinsic waffer shape
can be measuured. Interfereence fringes im
maged by cameeras are analyzzed to producee two detailed (nm precision)) surface
height maps, Zfront(x,y) and
d Zback(x,y), eacch with millionns of data poinnts across the enntire wafer surrface.

Figure 1. Op
ptical schematicc of PWG metroology tool, show
wing dual fizeau
u interferometeers at λ=635nm which can meaasure the
front surface and the back su
urface of the waafer at the samee time12.
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2.2 False topography errors and mitigation
The surface height maps, Zfront(x,y) and Zback(x,y), are determined from the PWG interferometers, and so they are related
to the phase of the reflected λ=635nm wave from the wafer. This apparent height can be different than the true top or
bottom surface, a height error which we call “false topography”. Height error can be calculated for any planar thin film
stack on a substrate using a standard optical calculation method13, which has been implemented as a matlab subroutine.
The dual interference system shown in Fig. 1 was originally conceived to measure flatness specifications of bare silicon
wafers from silicon suppliers, a particularly favorable case. Optical calculations show that a silicon surface has only a
sub-nm difference between the apparent height (seen by 635nm interferometry) and the true height.
But if the substrate is coated with transparent thin films, then “false topography” can be significant because portions of
the reflected wave come from below the top surface. The apparent height is calculated for a silicon wafer coated with a
variable thickness of silicon dioxide ranging from 0 to 200nm, with results plotted in Fig. 2a. The dashed black line
labeled “TRUE” shows the z=0 assumed location of the true top surface. One simple-minded (and wrong) idea would
be that the biggest reflection of the 635nm light would come from the oxide/silicon interface, and therefore the apparent
height would be that of the silicon surface. The silicon height is shown as the orange “dot-dash” line in Fig. 2a, so that
the silicon apparent height is at z = -100nm when the oxide is 100nm thick. The bold red line shows the apparent height
calculated for the oxide over silicon. For thin oxides, <50nm, the apparent height is indeed closely approximated by the
silicon height, but this breaks down badly for larger oxide thicknesses.
When the oxide thickness is 150nm, the
apparent height is about z = -250nm, which is 100nm beneath the silicon interface.
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Figure 2. Apparent height calculated for various thin film stacks. (a) shows in red the apparent height of various oxide
thicknesses on silicon, and in green the apparent height of various oxide thicknesses with a 30nm W coating. (b) shows the
apparent height of three different W thicknesses over the variable oxide on silicon.

The results of Fig. 2 show that false topography can be quite significant for thick transparent layers on the top of the
wafer. One fundamental solution is to add a reflective metal top coating14. The green solid line in Fig. 2a shows the
apparent height of variable thickness oxide films on silicon, over-coated with a 30nm thick tungsten (W) film. The
mean apparent height is around z = -12nm, but this constant height shift is not consequential for wafer shape, and only
the variation with underlying thin films would affect the surface map. Fig. 2b plots the apparent height of the oxide on
silicon when over-coated by three different thicknesses of tungsten. The green solid line is the same 30nm W overcoat
data as in Fig. 2a, but with an expanded height scale, and we see roughly 4nm height variation as the oxide changes.
The blue dot-dash curve shows that 10nm W overcoat has about 20nm of false topography as the oxide thickness
changes. Finally the orange dots data for a 5nm W overcoat shows roughly 50nm of apparent height variation as the
oxide thickness changes. Other opaque metals such as Al, Ta, Cu, and Co can also effectively reduce false topography.
Thin film calculations can show how thick the various overcoats must be to reduce false topography to acceptable levels.
While opaque metal coating is a fundamental solution to reduce false topography errors, there are significant barriers to
wide-spread use. Most process engineers would regard coating an in-process wafer with metal as “destructive”, and the
wafer would not be allowed back into the flow because of defect and contamination concerns. None of the data sets
shown in this paper use added top-coat metal for this reason. But typical process flows will have numerous steps where
an opaque film, i.e. W or Cu or TiN, is already on the wafer surface. A common example of this is in damascene
interconnect process flows where copper overcoats the wafer, just before CMP.
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2.3 PWG metrics
The raw PWG data include surface height data sets Zfront(x,y) and Zback(x,y) at millions of points across the wafer, and
from this data a variety of useful metrics can be obtained. We start by defining a fundamental flatness related quantity,
thickness T(x,y) ≡ Zfront - Zback . For focus quality, an ideal wafer substrate would have constant thickness everywhere,
an ideal which is never attained. The critical moment for focus quality is when the wafer is pulled flat by the expose
tool vacuum chuck. If we attempted to test wafer flatness using such a vacuum chuck, we would be susceptible to
differences in the flatness of the metrology chuck compared to the expose tool chuck, as well as sensitivity to chuck
particles causing “hot spots”. Fig. 3a illustrates how the thickness spec definition is analogous to the front surface shape
when the back of the wafer is pulled perfectly flat. The thickness computation is like a “virtual chuck”, which avoids
the problems of a real, imperfect chuck in the
Thickness (computed)1
metrology tool. Fig. 3b shows a thickness map
Z
front
computed from PWG data, where we see that
thickness ranging from 773400 to 773800nm.
Zback
The particular thickness variation shown in Fib. 3b
is mostly slowly varying, such that the scanning
Water thickness unchucked
motions of the expose tool will correct most of this
variation. SEMI documents15 have guided silicon
ICalcuiation
wafer flatness spec definitions for numerous
device generations. Among the most important
flatness specs is the SFQR metric, which estimates
the non-correctable focus error after each
T(x,y) = Zfront - Zback
773.400nm11 1
,773.800run
individual scanning slit has been optimally
Ideal backside reference
positioned. The detailed thickness data can be
a)
b)
used to compute any other focus-related spec,
Figure 3. Thickness metric. (a) illustrating that Thickness metric
including special specs relevant to edge focus quality. is analogous to a perfectly flat "virtual chuck". (b) typical
If desired, any computed flatness spec for an in- thickness map.
process wafer can be directly compared to that same
spec for the starting wafer.

iio

The other fundamental quantity is the wafer shape which is formally defined as S(x,y) ≡ (Zfront + Zback)/2, the median
surface half-way between front and back. The wafer shape surface S will frequently show far more variation than the
thickness surface, because the wafer will bow as it goes through various process steps. Wafer warp is the max to min
range of S across the wafer, and typical process flows might see warp values up to 100 microns, which is more than
200× the typical range of variation in thickness T. As a practical matter, the PWG tool approximates the shape by the
back surface, i.e. S(x,y) ≈ Zback(x,y). This avoids the problems of complex patterned thin films on the front of the wafer
which may cause false topography errors or other metrology difficulties. The approximation to use only back-surface
data is generally good, because the front and back surfaces are constrained to be close by tight flatness requirements.
The shape map S(x,y) can be used to derive information relating to stress and wafer distortion, in a manner similar to the
use of bow measurements to measure the stress of a deposited film. Since it is the wafer distortion change that will
contribute to overlay error, we must measure the shape twice, SA at process point A and SB at process point B. Then an
In-Plane Distortion (IPD) metric may be calculated from the SA and SB maps, and this IPD will relate to the processinduced step B / step A overlay error. The IPD metric explicitly removes the uniform magnification across the wafer
which is automatically corrected by the exposure tool alignment. A theoretical foundation of the IPD metric is beyond
the scope of this paper, but available in the literature16.
To understand the impact of non-uniform stress on overlay, special Engineered Stress Monitor(ESM) wafers17 were built
with several types of variation of stress across the wafer, using a nitride film with compressive stress on the front of the
wafer. After the wafers were distorted by the non-uniform stress, they were aligned, exposed, and then overlay errors
were measured. PWG data was taken before and after the wafer distortion, and the IPD metric was calculated. Fig. 4
shows the excellent correlation between measured overlay residuals and IPD for an ESM wafer with a radial variation of
stress. For this particular root cause of a radially varying elastic stress on the front of the wafer, the IPD metric is able
to predict the overlay residuals well. But this is not at all a universal proof that IPD will capture all types of processinduced wafer distortion. For example, if the radially varying stress occurred on both the front and the back of the
wafer, no bow change would result, and the PWG metrology would be blind to the distortion.
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Figure 4. Correlation between IPD metric from
PWG data and measured overlay error for radial
ESM. (a) IPD map. (b) Overlay map. (c) XCorrelation. (d) Y-Correlation.

e)

Figure 5. Correlation between overlay, IPD metric and AdvancedIPD metric. (a) Measured OVL map. (b) IPD map (c) AdvancedIPD map. (d) Correlation between IPD and OVL. (e) Correlation
between Advanced-IPD and OVL

When the stress variation has non-radial symmetry, we have sometimes observed less robust correlation of the IPD
metric and the overlay error. Fig. 5 shows an example of this, where a 14nm node test wafer was measured for Fin to
Deep Trench overlay. The measured overlay residuals in Fig. 5a does not show radially symmetry. The IPD metric
from PWG data has significant correlation for X components but rather modest correlation with R2 of 0.33 for Y
components. It seems that the tangential components of the overlay map are missing in the IPD map.
A more
sophisticated overlay metric, which we will call “Advanced-IPD”, matches the measured overlay error much better.
Like the IPD metric, the “Advanced-IPD” metric is calculated from the difference between the shape change of the
wafer at the Fin patterning step relative to the Deep Trench patterning step.
The Advanced-IPD metric is still in
development, and may become available on the PWG tool in the near future.

3. PROCESS-INDUCED FOCUS ISSUES
We now consider the use of PWG data to gain insight into focus issues in a production flow. One of our 14nm
technologies18 features Deep Trench capacitors which enable powerful system elements such as compact, embedded
DRAM19 and low-leakage trench decoupling capacitors. The large depth of the trenches allows high stresses to build up
on the top surface of the wafer. An in-process wafer was measured at some Front End Of the Line(FEOL) process step
after the Deep Trench module was complete, and PWG data is shown in Fig. 6. The thickness map (T = Zfront – Zback) in
Fig. 6a shows a slowly varying 300nm variation in thickness across the wafer. This variation is large compared to the
DOF of around 80nm for critical lithography layers. However the low frequency spatial signature of the thickness
variation means that scanning motion compensation should be effective in following the surface. Fig. 6b shows the
LSQX metric15 which estimates the non-correctable focus errors. The color map range is only ±15nm, so we see that
the scanner is indeed expected to follow the wafer terrain well. Fig. 6b shows a 23nm 6σ non-correctable focus range,
which is acceptable for our critical levels. We can analyze the same data set in a different way by creating a
NanoTopography(NT) map which applies a high-pass Double-Gaussian filter to the data, thereby removing the lower
spatial frequency components of variation such as wafer bow. Fig. 6c shows an NT map of the average imaged field,
i.e. “chip”, for the front-side of the wafer. High points (in red) and low points (in blue) are observed to repeat in every
chip across the wafer, with the range between high and low being approximately 55nm. This height range seems
uncomfortably large relative to the DOF needed for the process. We can compare this Front-side NT height map with
the Deep Trench pattern density map, shown in Fig. 6d. It seems that the “high mountains” in the front-side NT maps
are associated with the blue areas of low DT pattern density, with high correlation.
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Finally, we look at the wafer back-side NT map in Fig. 6e, which is viewed from the back of the wafer. ( The data needs
to be flipped along the Y axis to compare with front-sided data in Fig. 6c. ) The anti-correlation of the front-side NT
and the back-side NT map is remarkable; each hill on the front side is a valley on the back-side, and vice versa. We
call this situation Stress Bending Topography, because the low stress areas buckle upward without changing local
thickness, almost like a localized bowing. When pulled flat on a vacuum chuck, the back and front NT largely cancel
out, leaving little focus problem, as shown in Figs. 6a and 6b.
a)

Thickness

b)

SFQX

c)

d)

e)

Figure 6. Maps for in-process wafer after Deep Trench module. (a) Thickness map. (b) SFQX map. (c) Nanotopography of
front-side (d) Pattern density of Deep Trench (e) Nanotopography of back-side

We now examine some data from the Back End Of the Line(BEOL) for a 22nm node product that also has Deep
Trenches. Fig. 7 shows NT maps and focus information for levels M2, M3, M4 and M5. Fig. 7a shows that the frontside NT is decreasing as the wafer continues through the BEOL processing. Fig. 7b shows back-side NT remains
constant in going from M2 to M5. Both of these results would be expected since damascene processing should not
affect the back of the wafer, and increasing front-side planarization would be expected.
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Figure 7. BEOL topography and focus errors at levels M2, M3, M4 and M5. (a) Front-side NT maps showing decreasing
height range in going from M2 to M5. (b) Back-side NT maps showing nearly constant height range in going from M2 to M5.
(c) Site flatness variation as measured by PWG metrology showing an increasing range in going from M2 to M5. (d) Scanner
leveling data showing focus errors increasing in going from M2 to M5.

Even though the magnitudes are different, note the strong correlation between front-side and back-side NT
maps, Figs 7a and 7b. ( Fig 7b views the back-side NT through the front of the wafer, unlike Fig 6e. ) The
back-side NT map also correlates with DT pattern density (not shown here), so we again regard this as Stress
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Bending Topography. PWG site-flatness values are shown in Fig. 7c, and we see a trend of worsening flatness,
and so we expect increasing focus problems as we progress through BEOL processing. Fig. 7d, plotting focus
error determined by the leveling system of the scanner, verifies this expectation.
We now describe a novel mechanism for creating process-induced focus problems. DT pattern density
variations cause DT stress variations which create Stress Bending Topography , as we have seen in both 14nm
node FEOL data (Fig. 6) and 22nm node BEOL data (Fig. 7). In the FEOL immediately after DT module, no
focus problem was observed because the back-side and front-side topography cancelled out on the expose tool
vacuum chuck.
This situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 8a. PWG data has shown that the back-side
topography repeats from chip to chip, and persists through the entire process flow after DT module. Our PWG
data from the BEOL shows that the front-side topography is reduced in going from M2 to M5 levels, as
expected. This is shown in Fig. 8b, where we see how a focus issue arises on the expose tool vacuum chuck
when the back-side topography is not cancelled out by corresponding front-side topography. From our
understanding of this mechanism, we have used PWG data to select an optimized CMP process which avoids
perfect front-side planarization and shows much improved focus performance6.
Before dielectric CMP
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Figure 8. Mechanism for creating focus issue. (a) DT
stress variations create bending topography, but no
focus issue when pulled flat on chuck. (b) Subsequent
CMP processing planarizes front-side but does not
change back-side, so there is focus problem on expose
tool.
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4. PROCESS-INDUCED OVERLAY ISSUES
We now consider the use of PWG data for investigation of overlay issues, where we use the example of a process
module with 15 major process steps. It is known that a wafer distortion is coming from somewhere within this module,
and the overlay error is not meeting specs. This is a difficult situation for the process engineer, because it may take two
weeks to get through the module, and this severely limits the rate of overlay learning cycles. Another difficulty is that
you do not know which of the steps in the module is causing problems. If you suspect process step 6, for example, you
can do various splits of that process step – but you still have to go through the entire process module to finally get the
overlay error data which is your only traditional quality metric. A final issue is that you are forced to do at least two
litho levels and then measure many overlay error targets, a time-consuming and expensive task.
PWG metrology allows a much more efficient
approach to understand this long process module.
Step (3 -1)
Step (2 -1)
Step (5 -1)
Step (6 -1)
Step (4 -1)
Start by acquiring PWG data at process step 1, just
before entering the module. Now go through the
/I
process module as usual, but take PWG data just
3a = 1.58 nm/mm
3a = 2.09 nm/mm 3a = 1.81 nm/mm 3a = 4.99 nm/mm 3a = 15.0 nm/mm
Step (7 -1)
Step (8 -1)
Step (9.1)
Step (10 -1)
Step (11.1)
after each major step of the process.
Fig. 9
shows IPD data of each module step relative to
step 1. With IPD data from each step, one can
see where large jumps occur, and focus attention
3a = 10.4 nm/mm 3a = 5.48 nm/mm 3a = 4.31 nm/mm 3a = 18.2 nm/mm
3a = 5.51 nm /mm
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appropriately. With the 16 PWG data sets it is
I
also possible to look at the IPD from any particular
W
4
r
.--. .
step, e.g. step 14 relative to step 13.
Once
suspicious steps are identified, it is now possible to
3a = 17.2 nm/mm
30 = 30.8 nm/mm 3a = 50.7 nm/mm 3a = 77.6 nm/mm 3a = 78.9 nm/mm
do efficient short loop experiments, where various
process splits or choices can be investigated.
Figure 9. Process segmentation with PWG data, for a complicated
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process module with many steps.
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Using the IPD data as a quality metric enables rapid learning cycles, and we have found the approach to be quite
productive. This type of process segmentation where we can zero in on individual process steps for overlay learning is
difficult with the traditional approach to overlay learning.
We now consider the optimization of a Rapid Thermal Process(RTP) tool. The tool operates by heating the back-side of
the silicon wafer with seven radial heater zones, where each zone can be separately adjusted. The trickiest zone to
optimize is the outer zone 7 heater, since the wafer edge is a tough boundary condition for avoiding temperature
gradients. If the temperature gradients are large enough at temperature near 1000°C, destructive inelastic stresses may
arise which can drive wafer distortion, crystal slip and other defects. For these RTP experiments, we used our standard
overlay monitor wafers, with alignment marks and 1st level overlay targets etched into silicon. PWG metrology was
done both before and after RTP processing, and the key outer zone ΔT7 parameter was varied from -20°C to +10°C.
Fig. 10 shows the results of this experiment. Fig. 10a shows the X-IPD and Y-IPD maps for each experimental wafer,
and we can see that the hot and cold ΔT7 extremes cause larger IPD values on the wafer edge. Fig. 10b shows the same
data summarized as IPD 3σ variation for each wafer, and we observe a flat range from about -10°C to +5°C where IPD
values are small. This is like a “process window” range where we expect that wafer distortion will be low, and overlay
error will not be compromised. We verified this overlay process window by exposing the wafers with our standard
overlay test mask, and found that both alignment residuals and overlay residuals resembled Fig. 10b with excellent
overlay performance over the process window. The PWG tool is also able to detect the silicon slip faults that occur at
the edge of the wafer when the process is bad. Fig. 10c shows a slip line count metric, where again we see that few slip
errors occur over the process window ΔT7 range. While this study was done on silicon monitor wafers, similar data can
be obtained for in-process wafers, which might behave differently in the RTP tool for various reasons.
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Figure 10. Investigation of Rapid Thermal Process where the outer zone ΔT parameter is adjusted. (a) IPD maps for each
RTP split with ΔT7 varying from -20°C to +10°C. (b) IPD variation (3σ) for each split (c) Slip line count for each split.
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Finally, we look at a hot furnace process which was suspected to be a source of overlay errors. Fig. 11 shows IPD maps
(post-furnace relative to pre-furnace) of three wafers processed in that furnace. Two zones of significant IPD values are
seen at roughly 4 o’clock and 8 o’clock positions on the wafer. It turns out that these areas are where the support pins
of the boat touch the wafer. This example shows the power of IPD wafer maps to guide visualization of problem
sources.

I.

-70HNm!mm

Figure 11. IPD maps for three wafers from a hot furnace process. The large IPD values at 4 o'clock and 8 o'clock are located
where the support pins in the boat touch the wafer.

5. CONCLUSIONS
PWG metrology can lead to improved lithographic patterning quality, by reducing the impact of non-lithography sector
process steps on focus and overlay control. PWG flatness metrology, similar to that for bare silicon flatness specs, can
assess the focus capability of in-process wafers as they progress through the manufacturing flow. The PWG IPD metric
can assess wafer distortion changes, and has been found to correlate well with measured overlay error for many (but not
all) types of process-induced wafer changes. There are many modes for usefully employing PWG data, including:
• Process characterization – to develop understanding of non-lithography sector process steps.
• Process/tool qualification – where some particular process and tool must meet appropriate PWG metrics related
to focus and/or overlay performance.
• Process monitoring – where some regular flow of wafers (either monitors or product) are measured so that key
focus or overlay metrics can be tracked via standard Statistical Process Control methods
• Process optimization – where a process step with variable parameters is optimized for focus or overlay
capability
• Process correction – where PWG data feeds detailed exposure tool adjustments for overlay or focus.
Depending on the nature of the process fluctuations, this adjustment might be done every month, every lot, or
every wafer. PWG process correction for overlay error has been demonstrated9-11.
Compared with traditional methods, PWG metrology offers some compelling advantages for the practical investigation
of process-induced focus and overlay problems. Virtually any in-process wafer can be measured, and there is no need
for special metrology targets. Measurement of a full wafer, with many sampling points, is complete in less than one
minute. The overlay impact of an individual process step can be isolated, and that process can be optimized with rapid
learning cycles. Information rich wafer maps of focus-related or overlay-related metrics are useful visualization tools for
the process engineer seeking to understand the root cause of problems. An example of such a novel root cause was the
discovery that Stress Bending Topography when combined with CMP processing leads to focus problems.
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